Voices
The Principal
The Principal and Student
Teachers

a p<x>r placement, that the experience
may prompt Bruce to rethink and
Principals become part of the semi
modify his behavior, and so on
annual rites of college departments of
Still, the obvious placement is with
education when they oversee (he Betty To choose otherwise is to de
placement of student teachers. A prin
prive the student teacher of the most
cipal s primary responsibility is to se
potential for learning and growth. Un
lect an appropriate cooperating fortunately, not even Betty U WIK a
teacher for each student teacher But a student teacher, and I certainly would
political question complicates the not coerce any teacher into assuming
process: u '/x) if to gain the most from that mentorship responsibility That s
the experience, the student teacher or all the more reason to try to match up
the cooperating teacher'
the classroom placements carefully
To illustrate, consider two teachers with as much knowledge of the stu
Bruce. an experienced teacher, has dents' backgrounds as possible, so that
not burned out, but his candle is not the Bruces will still have positive ef
glowing as brightly as it might. He fects on their student teachers
stands to benetit from daily exposure
Before placing student teachers, I
to an enthusiastic, highly motivated meet with them individually and ask.
student teacher Betty is not very ex among other things, what they con
perienced, hut she is an outstanding sider to be their particular strengths or
classroom teacher who keeps up on weaknesses If a student teacher rec
the latest research She would be a ognizes a weakness in math and sci
dynamic role model for a student ence, for example, and Bruce is partic
teacher but will probably not improve ularly strong in these areas, that may
her own skills measurably through the be a good match (Am I rationalizing
experience
again?) Of course, there is always the
With whom does the principal place risk that a teacher on the way to burn
the student teacher? The college su
out will engender less than positive
pervisor would say the principal was attitudes in the aspiring novice On the
irresponsible if the student teacher other hand, a poorly skilled, unenthu
were not placed with the best role siastic student teacher may be just the
model available But what about the ill wind to extinguish whatever flame
principal's responsibility to improve is left on Bruce's candle
his or her staff? Of course. Bruce s
But let's assume that the student
skills can be improved without involv
teacher has now been placed with
ing the student teacher Bruce can be either Bruce or Betty (or with both on
given the opportunity to observe Betty a shared basis—how's that for Solo
and other star teachers, or the princi
monic wisdom?). What now?
pal can work intensively and directly
Should the principal meet regularly
with him Yet daily interaction with a with student reaclxrs' Yes. be cause the
promising student teacher might re principal can answer questions, sug
new his commitment and enthusiasm. gest topics to explore, and provide
And what about the principal s respon
background on children and staff from
sibility to a student teacher? We can a perspective that no college supervi
always rationalize a placement with sor can claim. A seminar twice a
Bruce by saying that Betty is not as month with student teachers repre
experienced, that a student teacher senting different college backgrounds,
can learn a lot about what not to do in and now sharing a common school
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experience, offers much potential for
learning
Does tfx principal haiv a leaching
role uitb student teachers' Yes, if only
a limited one During seminar discus
sions, the principal can share both
practical experience and research
findings on community relations, or
ganizational structure, and other top
ics not typically covered in preservice
coursework He or she can model the
professional demeanor the growing
teacher will be striving toward.
Slx>uld the principal formally ob
serve and critique student teachers? A
qualified yes The principal can ob
serve the student teacher with knowl
edge that the college supervisor does
not have; for example, where his or
her lesson fits into the broader context
of that classroom program. But even
though such observations can be ben
eficial for the student teacher, they
should occur onfy at the invitation of
the student teacher and with the col
lege supervisor's advance approval
Direct observation of student teach
ers can lead to an additional benefit: a
pre- and postobservation cycle can be
viewed as a preservice interview, en
abling the principal to learn more
about the student teacher as a pro
spective faculty member
In placing student teachers, I have
found two maxims to be inviolable: a
principal should never place student
teachers thoughtlessly, and the princi
pal's role extends beyond the place
ment decision Evely time a principal
places a student teJrher, he or she is
gaining an opportunity to provide re
newal for a current staS member and,
perhaps, getting a glimpse of a poten
tial new staff member.fl
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